Abstract| In this paper we propose a data structure for abstracting the delay information of a combinatorial circuit. The particular abstraction that we are interested in is one that preserves the delays between all pairs of inputs and outputs in the circuit.
I. Introduction
In this paper we propose a data structure for abstracting the delay information of a combinatorial circuit. The particular abstraction that we are interested in is one that preserves the delays between all pairs of inputs and outputs in the circuit. There are several applications of such an abstraction:
Consider the problem of determining the delay of a pair of cascaded operation units in high level synthesis. (Such a cascade is also referred to as operator chaining.) The worst case delay of the cascade is not necessarily the sum of the worst case delays of the individual units. This is because the critical paths in the two units need not be concatenated in the cascade. However, if the delays between all pairs of inputs and outputs of the original units are known, then this information can be used to derive the correct worst case delay.
Consider the case in logical and physical synthesis when only one module is modied and the change in the delay needs to be propagated through the entire design. A complete pass through the design may be avoided, if for each combinational block we can make available the delay between each input and output pair.
One such delay abstraction is a delay matrix that stores the delays for each input-output pair for each combinational block. This requires large memory space since it has m 2 n entries, where m and n are the number of input and output terminals of a circuit. All entries of a delay matrix have to be referred during delay computation. Large matrices make the delay computation task slower. Another alternative is to use a network with the same topology as the original circuit. Such a network is typically quite large and it makes the delay computation task much slower.
In [1] , delay matrices are used as the timing model for high-level synthesis. In [2] , bipartite graphs equivalent t o delay matrices are used as the timing model, and [2] mentions a method to reduce the size of the bipartite graphs. Since the method is a sort of relaxation, the reduced bipartite graphs do not keep the complete information.
In order to make the delay computation task faster, a data structure for delay information must be simple and small. In this paper, we propose an ecient data structure for the delay abstraction of a combinatorial circuit. We call it the concise delay network. It consists of source vertices, sink vertices, internal vertices and directed edge with weight. Source vertices and sink vertices in a concise delay network correspond to input terminals and output terminals of a circuit, and the maximum weighted path length from a source vertex to a sink vertex is equal to the delay between the corresponding input and output. A concise delay network requires only m + n edges in the best case, and m 2 n edges in the worst case.
We present heuristic algorithms for deriving concise delay networks. Our algorithms are very simple and very powerful and are based on applying network transformation rules. Experimental results shows that we can obtain concise delay networks having number of edges that is a small multiple of m + n The proposed data structure and our algorithm can be applied widely in high level synthesis, logic synthesis and layout synthesis. 
II. Data Structures for Delay Computation
The simplest delay model for a combinatorial circuit block is to use a single value representing the maximum delay among all input-output pairs of the circuit. However, such delay information is too relaxed to permit precise delay computation. According to this single-value delay information, the delay o f t w o adders in cascade is equal to two times of the delay of one adder (see Figure 1) . But the actual delay is much smaller than this, since a path consisting of critical paths on both adders never exists in the cascade adders.
What is needed for providing more precise delay computation, is information regarding the delay b e t w een all pairs of inputs and outputs in each combinational circuit. There are two kinds of data structures that are currently used to represent this; delay matrix and delay network . Both permit precise delay computation but require large storage. Delay Figure 3. )
A delay matrix (a delay bipartite graph) and a delay network can be used for precise delay computation, but both require large memory space and also require large running time for delay computation. As shown in Figure 1, the maximum delay from primary inputs to primary outputs corresponds to a longest path in the weighted graph. A delay matrix store m 2 n entries, and a delay bipartite graph stores m 2 n edges in worst case. A delay network stores m + n edges in the best case but it may store more than m2n edges in the worst case. Delay computation using the longest path takes O(jV j + jEj) time in this case. Since these data structures for delay information have a large number of edges, the corresponding delay computation task is slower. This is exacerbated by the fact that this computation may need to be done repeatedly (possibly in an inner loop) in several synthesis applications.
In this paper, we will consider reducing the number of edges and vertices in data structures. Let us consider Figures 3 and 4 . Internal vertices in a delay network correspond to gates. If we associate an internal vertex to a 1-bit full adder instead of a gate, we can save edges and vertices while keeping the same delay information of the original delay network. When we use such a delay network, we can reduce the delay computation time. This example suggests that the network topology for the delay abstraction does not have to be the same as the origi- nal circuit. It is sucient for the delay network that the maximum weighted length from a source vertex to a sink vertex on a delay network is equal to the delay b e t w een the corresponding primary input and primary output. We call such a data structure, the concise delay network. The goal of this paper is to construct the minimum concise delay network.
III. An Algorithm for Concise Delay Networks
In this section, we present a heuristic algorithm to generate a concise delay network with minimum size. Our algorithm transforms a given delay network by applying two transformation rules repeatedly to reduce the number of edges and vertices. We consider only delay networks with edge weight (with no vertex weight). This assumption does not lose any generality, since vertex weight can be easily transformed into edge weight. We denote the weight of edge e by W (e).
First, we dene two transformation rules as follows:
Transformation On applying a TR.B-X or a TR.Y-V, the maximum weighted length from each source vertex to each sink vertex is not changed, and the number of paths from each source vertex to each sink vertex is not changed. (We omit the proofs of these facts, since they are easy to prove.) A TR.B-X increases the numb e r o f v ertices by one, while keeping the number of edges the same. A TR.Y-V decreases the number of vertices by one and decreases the number of edges by one. By applying the two transformation rules repeatedly, w e can reduce the number of edges in a network. A TR.B-X does not reduce the size of a network, but it reduces the degree of vertices. The decrease of degree of vertices increases the possibility of applying TR.Y-V subsequently. Figure 7 shows delay networks obtained by applying two transformation rules in series.
There are two possibilities to construct an initial delay network. A delay bipartite graph, which is equivalent t o the delay matrix, is itself a delay network. An original delay network (based on original circuit topology) is the other possibility and it has to be transformed into a delay network without vertex weight before we start to apply transformation rules. We consider the use of both of them.
The following is a summary of the algorithm:
Algorithm A :
1. Given a delay network N . 2. Apply TR.B-X and TR.Y-V to N repeatedly in any order until no more application of these two transformation rules is possible. 
IV. Extended Algorithms
We have left several questions unanswered for Algorithm A.
1. Which t ype of initial delay network should be selected, a delay bipartite graph or an original delay network?
2. Do we need to extend B-X transformation rules which transform many-by-many vertices?
3. Does the order of applying two transformation rules aect the size of the resultant delay network? If it does, how d o w e determine the order of application?
A. Initial Delay Networks
Both delay bipartite graphs and original delay network can be given as initial delay networks for the algorithm. Note that we assume that original delay networks have been transformed into delay networks without vertex weight. We apply our algorithm twice; once using a delay bipartite graph and once using an original delay network, then we can select the better of the two results. When we start with an original delay network, we will need another transformation rule to obtain better results. Since combinatorial circuits may have reconvergence, there may exist more than one path between two vertices in original delay networks. Consequently, delay networks may have parallel edges between two v ertices while we run Algorithm A. On the other hand, parallel edges never appear in delay networks transformed from delay bipartite graphs, since the path between any two vertices is unique, if one exists. Once parallel edges appear in delay networks, they are never removed by TR.B-X and TR.Y-V. We introduce another transformation rule, TR.PD, which deletes parallel edges between two vertices except for one edge with maximum weight among them. We extend our algorithm to add TR.PD, and we call it Algorithm A'.
B. Extended B-X Transformation Rules
TR.B-X is applied to 2-by-2 vertices. A similar transformation rule could be dened for 2-by-3, 3-by-3 or many-by-many vertices. Such extended B-X transformation rules can be realized as a series of (original) TR.B-X and TR.Y-V. (See Figure 9. ) Therefore, we use only 2-by-2 TR.B-X and not many-by-many.
C. Order of Applying the Transformation Rules
The order of applying the transformation rules aects the topology of the resultant delay network. Dierent orders result in dierent n umbers of edges in the resultant delay network. (See Figure 10. ) Unfortunately, w e have not found the any consistent order that gives the best result in all cases.
To escape the local optimum, we extend our algorithm to introduce the inverse transformation of TR.B-X.
Transformation Rule: TR.X-B (See Figure 11) For vertex v whose in-degree is 2 and out-degree is TR.B-X keeps the number of edges same, which means the number of edges in the delay network never increase while Algorithm A+ is going on. The result of Algorithm A+ may be smaller than that of Algorithm A'. However, the result is still only a local optimum.
V. Experimental Results
In this section we show the results of applying our algorithms to some examples from the ISCAS combinational logic benchmark suite. The experimental results show that our algorithms reduce a large number of edges from the initial delay networks. The number of remaining edges is nearly proportional to the sum of source vertices and sink vertices with a small proportionality factor.
First we demonstrate the characteristics of our algorithms on simple delay models, and then we show the result on real technology delay information, which demonstrates our algorithm is still eective for real world.
As simple delay models, we consider two types of delay models,`unit' and`unit-fanout' (`u-f' for short). In delay model`unit', delay is computed as 1 per node in the circuit, and`unit-fanout' adds an additional delay of 0.2 per fanout. We use the original circuits of ISCAS benchmark, which means that we do not apply any logic optimization to the circuits. We make both bipartite delay graphs and original delay networks as initial delay networks, and in each case considers two t ypes of delay models. Bipartite delay graphs are generated by computing delays of all input-output pairs and original delay networks are transformed into delay networks without vertex weight. Table I shows how many edges are reduced by Algorithm A' from each type of initial delay networks, in each delay model. We describe only the number of edges in the tables, since the number of vertices is less than that of edges. There are no signicant dierences with different delay models except for the bipartite delay graph of C1908. We could not nd from our experiment which type of initial delay networks derives smaller resultant networks in general. The conclusion thus is that we should apply our algorithms for both types of initial delay networks and pick the smaller result. Table II shows how many edges are reduced by iterations of Algorithm A' and inverse transformations. We have not found the optimum order of applying the transformation rules to derive the minimum networks, however Algorithm A+ makes the resultant delay networks smaller. Table III shows the size of our best resultant delay networks compared with the number of primary inputs and primary outputs. The average number of remaining edges is 2.3 times of the sum of the numbers of primary inputs and outputs, attesting to the quality of the results.
Algorithm A+ works also very eectively for real technology delay factor. We executed technology mapping of the ISCAS benchmark circuits on an NEC gate-array library, and then, we generated delay matrices base on the static delay analysis. The average number of remaining edges is 3.5 times of the sum of the numbers of primary inputs and outputs for actual library.
VI. Conclusion and future work
This paper presents an ecient data structure, called the concise delay network, for delay abstraction in combinational logic circuits; as well as simple and powerful algorithms for deriving these concise delay networks. The transformation rules dened in this paper are very simple and are easy to implement. The experimental results show that even these simple rules can derive very small sized concise delay networks. We show that concise delay networks which have number of edges that are a small multiple of the the sum of the number of inputs and outputs, are obtained in practice. Therefore, our approach reduces the delay computational cost to O(jV j), while the bipartite graph representation requires O(jV j 2 ) computational cost, where jV j is the number of terminals. We have an idea for rise/fall delays; we make t w o vertices for each terminal, one for`rise' and the other for fall', then we make directed edges whose weight means the delay from the corresponding input transition to output transition. Empirical study for such representation is future work. The representation of unbounded delay o f boundary gates and the complexity analysis of the minimum network problem are also future work.
